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nandu frameTM

 We are proud to introduce the Nandu Frame which 
can accommodate various seat units, e.g. the Panda 
Futura size 1-4 and x:panda size 1-3 from R82 
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 All seats can be mounted directly on the frame or 
by means of an interface making it easy to switch 
between frames.

The Nandu Frame is equipped with four smooth 
running castors which makes it easy to move the 
frame around, either unaided or with help from an 
assistant.

The Nandu Frame comes in two sizes, each with up 
to 15 cm stepless height adjustment and up to 8 
degrees forward tilt. Max. load on the frame is 50 kg. 

 50 cm  56 cm  max.50 kg 

 Easy to manoeuvre 

 The smooth running castors make it very easy to move the Nandu Frame around. All four 
castors are equipped with brakes securing stability 

 Forward tilt 

 The Nandu Frame has up to 8 degrees forward tilt which helps obtain varied seating 
positions 

 Fixed mounting or interface 

 Various seats can be mounted directly onto the Nandu Frame. Alternatively the seats can 
be mounted by means of an interface 

 Smooth and accurate height adjustment 

 Turn the spindle to adjust the seat height. The Nandu Frame has up to 15 cm stepless 
height adjustment 
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 Frame 
 85101x 
 Available in two sizes 

    

 Adapter 
 For mounting of Panda Futura and x:panda seats 

      

 Smooth and accurate height adjustment 
  

      

 Seats 
 The Nandu frame is used for more seat units, e.g. the Panda Futura and x:panda. Read 
about the seats in the Panda Futura and x:panda sections 
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G I

a1

 Tamanho 1  Tamanho 2 

 Max. user weight / load  50 kg (110 lb)  50 kg (110 lb) 
 Underrubrik  cm  cm 

G I

a1

 Measurements 

   Size 1  Size 2 

 cm  cm 
 Frame width, total (G)  50 cm (19½”)  50 cm (19½”) 
 Frame length, total (I)  56 cm (21¾”)  56 cm (21¾”) 
 Seat height above fl oor  16 - 31 cm (6¼ - 12¼”)  26 - 41 cm (10¼ - 16¼”) 
 Seat angle (a1)  8°  8° 
 Weight  7 kg  7 kg 
 Max. user weight / load  50 kg (110 lb)  50 kg (110 lb) 
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 ACCESSORIES 

 Foot support 
 95145-x 
 A foot plate that can be adjusted in 
height and angle can be mounted 

   Size  Measurements 
 1  B:31 x H:22 cm 
 2  B:36 x H:25 cm 
 3  B:42 x H:26 cm 
    

 Push brace 
 89105x5 
 Push braces for the Nandu are 
available both with and without angle 
adjustment 

   x = 4  wo/ angle adjustment 
 x = 5  w/angle adjustment 
 x = 6  w/angle adjustment 
    
    

 Angle adjustable push 
brace for indoor frame 
 8910565 
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